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Correction to: Nature Plants https://doi.org/10.1038/s41477-021-00861-w, published online 1 March 2021.

In the version of this Article originally published, there were errors in equations (11), (17) and (18), and in Supplementary Note 7.

In equation (11), the minus sign in the numerator of the third term should have been a plus sign. In equation (17), both instances of ‘gcw–ab 
γ’ should have been ‘gcw–ad’, and both instances of ‘gcw–ab’ should have been ‘gcw–ad γ’; that is, the equation should have read:

Cs−ad −
AT−ad+Cs−adET−ad−Cs−adDadgcw−ad

Gi−ad−αadgcw−ad

=

(

Cs−ab −
AT−ab+Cs−abET−ab−Cs−abDabgcw−adγ

Gi−ab−αabgcw−adγ

)

κ

In equation (18), ‘g2cw-ab’ should have been ‘g2cw-ad’, and ‘gcw–ab’ should have been ‘gcw–ad’. In addition, in the expression for b, the term γ was 
in the wrong location in three instances: ‘(Cs−ad Dad Gi−ab γ + (AT−ad + Cs−ad ET−ad) αab)’ should have been ‘(Cs−ad Dad Gi−ab + (AT−ad + Cs−ad 
ET−ad) αab γ)’; ‘(αad Gi−ab γ + Gi−ad αab)’ should have been ‘(αad Gi−ab + Gi−ad αab γ)’; and ‘(Cs−ab Dab Gi−ad + (AT−ab + Cs−ab ET−ab) αad γ)’ should 
have been ‘(Cs−ab Dab Gi−ad γ + (AT−ab + Cs−ab ET−ab) αad)’. The equation should have read:

ag2cw−ad + bgcw−ad + c = 0

where

a = (Cs−ad − Cs−abκ) αadαabγ + κCs−abDabαadγ − Cs−adDadαabγ

b = (Cs−adDadGi−ab + (AT−ad + Cs−adET−ad) αabγ)

− (Cs−ad − Cs−abκ) (αadGi−ab + Gi−adαabγ)

− κ (Cs−abDabGi−adγ + (AT−ab + Cs−abET−ab) αad)

c = (Cs−ad − Cs−abκ)Gi−adGi−ab − (AT−ad + Cs−adET−ad)Gi−ab + κ (AT−ab + Cs−abET−ab)Gi−ad

These errors have been corrected, and Supplementary Note 7, which contains the derivation of equation (18), has been updated accord-
ingly. All calculations presented in the Article remain correct.
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